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SECTION ..A"

Ii'i a) A gauge fitted to steam condenser indicates 700 mm of mercury when the
barcmeter records 760 mm of mercury. Calculate the absolute press*re in the
condenser in N/m2 , bar and kpa.

b) l)efine thermodynamic system. Give its classification and explain any one.

Q.2 Differentiate between the following.
1) Extensive propertids and Intensive properties.
2) Water tube boiler and fire tube boiler.

Q'3 a) what is the first law of thermodynamics? Give the limitations of first law of
thermodynamics.

b) Write in brief about Boyle,s law and Charles, law
Q.4 Explain in brief about Kervin pranck and crausius statement

Q'5 3 kg of an ideal gas is expanded t* u pressure 7 bar and volume 1.5 m3 to apressure 1 '4 bar and volume 4.5^m3' The change in internal energy is 525 kJ. Thespecific heat at constant vorume for the gas is r.o+z iln gd 
v'wrEr rJ J'

Calculate:

1) Gas constant 2) changein entharpy 3) Initiar and finar temperatures.
a) A gas occupies a vorume of 0.1 m3 at a temperature of 200c and a pressure of

1'5 bar. Find the final temperature of the gas, if it is compressed to a pressure of
7 .5 bar and occupies a volume of 0.04 m3.

b) what is specific heat of gases? Exprain in brief about Specific heat of gas at
constant volume (Cv).

a) Give the classification of thermoc.lynamic process. Derive expression for work
done dr-rring non flow polytropic process (pv, : C)

b) one liter of hydrogen at 00c is suddenly compressed to one half of its volume.
Find the change in temperature of the gas, if the ratio of two specific heats for
hydrogen is 1.4.

Derive the expressio^,.for"nr.rrrr., work done, change in internal energy andchange in enthalpy of a isothermal process.

(P.r.o)

Q"5

Q.7

Q,8



Q'9 a) Enlist the different boiler mountings. Explain in brief construction of water level
indicator.

b) Enlist the important requirements of a good steam boiler.

Q,l0 a) A quantity of air has a volume of 0.4 m3 art apressue of 5 bar and a temperature
of 800C. It is expanded in a cylinder at a constant temperature tii'f.bar pressure.
Determine the amount of work done by the air during expansion.'-

b) state and explain general gas lalvs fcr expa:lsion and compression.

SECTION ..B'

Q.1 1 State True or False.

1) With increase in pressure, boiling point of water increases and enthalpy of
evaporation decreases.

2) Inlntemational System of Units ( i.e. S.I. Units), mass is taken in kg ald weight in
Ncrvton.

3) Specific hrat of air at constant pressure is 3 kJlkg0K.

, 4) The value of gas constant (R) is 2g7 llkg)R
5) The specific volune of water when heated from 00C, first decreases and then

increases.

6) The isentropic process, on the Mollier diagram is represented by a horizontal line.
7) Zetothlaw of thermodynamics states.that the energy can neither be created nor

destroyed.

8) The work done for a non floi,v isochoric process is zero.

Q.12 Fill in the blarrks.

1) The specific heat at constant pressure is _ than that of specific heat at
constant volume.

2) Thegeneral law for expansion apd compression of gases is pvn : c, the process
is said to be hyperbolic if n is equal to

quantity of wet steam. 
:

4) The propefiy of a working substance which increases or decreases as the heat is
supplied or removed in a reversible maruIer, is known as

5) The enthalpy of dry saturated steam with the increase in pressure.

6) A device used to ilr.rt off fire in the furnace of the boiler when the level of water
in the boiler falls to an unsafe limit is cailed

', -: 
boiler is a multi tubular, horizontal,lntemally fired and*llobile boiler.

B) The change in internal energy for rron flow isothermal process is

++++++++++


